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Domain wall jump-amplitude and velocity distributions associated with Barkhausen jumps in a 300-Å-thick
thin-film permalloy and a 200�200 ��m�2�220-Å-thick permalloy sample microstructrue are measured us-
ing a high-speed magneto-optic Kerr effect polarimeter. The jump-amplitude and velocity distributions are
obtained for applied-field sweep rates from 0.9 Oe/s to 6.3�104 Oe/s. The velocity distributions exhibit
statistical properties consistent with the stochastic description of field-driven domain wall motion developed by
ABBM �B. Alessandro, C. Beatrice, G. Bertotti, and A. Montorsi, J. Appl. Phys. 68, 2901 �1990��. Averaged
velocity distributions exhibit the expected increase of dynamic coercivity as the sweep rate is increased, and
the maximum domain wall velocity measured as a function of the applied field at the stochastic depinning
threshold is shown to be governed by the mobility limit imposed by local spin damping. The averaged velocity
���H−H0�� obtained from the distributions is observed to depart from the commonly accepted linear-
dependence model, especially at higher drive-field sweep rates. This departure is interpreted as an indication of
a sweep-rate-dependent mobility. Sweep-rate-dependent jump-amplitude distributions P��M� versus �M are
obtained from the Barkhausen effect data. These distributions exhibit power-law behavior with a sharp cutoff
at large values of �M. Attempts to reconcile the measured jump-amplitude distributions and sweep-rate-
dependent exponents with various models of universal scaling are described. Power-law fits to P��M� distri-
butions measured to optimize temporal resolution �required for the velocity-distribution studies� yield a sweep-
rate-dependent exponent that varies from �=1.45±0.05 to �=1.0 as dH /dt is varied from 25 Oe/s to 6.3
�104 Oe/s. This range of sweep-rate-dependent � agrees with the ABBM model and is consistent with the
sweep-rate dependence exponent rule that predicts linear sweep-rate scaling for the adiabatic value �=3/2 �R.
A. White and K. A. Dahmen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 91, 085702 �2003��. Additional experiments on both 300-Å-thick
continuous films and the same microstructures optimized for �M sensitivity yield a more accurate value of
� ��=1.33±0.01�, which corresponds to a CZDS model ��=4/3� �C. Cizeau, S. Zapperi, G. Durin, and H. E.
Stanley, Phys. Rev. Lett. 79, 4669 �1997�; Phys. Rev. B 58, 6353 �1998��. Adiabatic limit values of �
determined from all of the experiments are definitively outside the range ��1.0 for self-organized criticality
in a two-dimensional system �P. Bak, C. Tang, and K. Wiesenfeld, Phys. Rev. Lett. 59, 381 �1987��, and also
appear to be inconsistent with experimental results for 900 Å Fe films on MgO in which �=1.1 was obtained
from rescaled P��M� distributions �E. Puppin, Phys. Rev. Lett. 84, 5415 �2000��. The sweep-rate dependence
of � determined in a system that manifests an adiabatic limit of � that is not equal to 3/2 also violates the
model of White and Dahman that prohibits sweep-rate-dependent scaling for �=4/3.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The random changes in magnetization resulting from irre-
versible stochastic motion of domain walls �DWs� during
field-driven magnetization reversal are known as the
Barkhausen effect �BE�. A detailed description of the BE,
and closely related ferromagnetic hysteresis, at the level of
nanometer-scale interactions of DWs with lattice defects, im-
purities, and surface/interface features that can act as DW
pinning centers continues to present difficult challenges.
However, phenomenological descriptions of the BE1–4 and
magnetic hysteresis5–7 now provide remarkably simple
expressions for DW velocities, BE jump-amplitude distribu-
tion functions, and various scaling laws that can be experi-
mentally tested. Specifically, power-law functions describing
probability distributions, including drive-frequency-
dependent scaling behavior associated with the BE, have
been measured in bulk samples and in many cases have been
shown to be in good agreement with theoretical
predictions;1–3 related experiments have explored correlation
effects in BE avalanches and concepts of self-organized

criticality.8 Nearly all of these results have been obtained
using bulk samples in which eddy-current damping governs
DW mobility and in which the probed sample volume is
large �1 mm�3 and determined by the induction pick-up coil
technique used in the experiments.

The BE experiments reported in this paper are carried out
in a different regime using thin-film microstructures in which
eddy-current damping is negligible, and where the probed
sample volume is precisely defined and much smaller than a
typical bulk-sample grain size �100 �m�3. The absence of
eddy-current damping in thin films and thin-film-based struc-
tures permits very high DW velocities during Barkhausen
jumps �BJs� that are limited �as demonstrated in this paper�
by local spin-damping mechanisms. This feature plays a role
in determining sweep-rate-dependent exponents that charac-
terize BJ statistical distributions and may help account for
the striking differences apparent from a simple visual com-
parison �p. 17, Ref. 1� of BN spectra of bulk and thin-film
samples: BJ spectra for thin films exhibit very sharp peaks of
short duration with no detectable structure, whereas bulk ma-
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terials produce BJ spectra with jagged structure characteristic
of avalanche behavior.

The results presented in this paper are discussed within
the framework of two models: a domain dynamics model
developed by Alessandro, Beatrice, Bertotti, and Montorsi
�ABBM�2 and a generalization of the ABBM model �that
includes dimensionality� described by Cizeau, Zapperi,
Durin, and Stanley �CZDS�.3 The ABBM model provides a
good basis for describing the velocity distributions, based on
a mobility equation, and the power-law sweep-rate depen-
dences that describe jump-amplitude distributions. However,
the low sweep-rate �adiabatic� value of the velocity distribu-
tion exponent obtained from our experimental results sug-
gests that the thin films and thin-film microstructures studied
in work reported in this paper behave as two-dimensional
�2D� systems which are more appropriately described by the
CZDS model. A starting point for summarizing the underly-
ing assumptions and features of the ABBM model and un-
derstanding the experimental data presented in this paper is
the classic result obtained by Williams, Shockley, and Kittel9

in which it was shown that the average field-driven DW mo-
tion at slow sweep rates is governed by a mobility relation-
ship,

��DW� = ��H − H0� , �1�

where H is the external applied field and H0 is a threshold
field that includes internal counterfields of various origins
including demagnetizing fields, DW interactions with pin-
ning centers, and DW-DW interactions. The parameter �
is the DW mobility. In thick metallic ferromagnetic films,
DW damping is governed by eddy currents9 with energy
dissipation that scales as Ms

2�2�x2 /� and mobility that
scales as � / �Ms�x�, where Ms= saturation magnetization,
�x=thickness, and �=resistivity. In very thin films ��x
	a few hundred Å�, the mobility increases until limited by a
different �local� damping mechanism which we show to be
the intrinsic spin-damping mechanism that is incorporated in
the Landau-Lifshits-Gilbert �LLG� equations in the form of a
dimensionless parameter, 
G.

The ABBM2 model generalizes Eq. �1� by postulating that
the instantaneous DW velocity is governed by a similar
equation,

�DW = ���H − �Hdm + Hp�� , �2�

where the geometry-dependent demagnetizing field Hdm, is
separated from a random component Hp that includes all
short-range counterfield contributions. The mobility param-
eter �� in Eq. �2� should be viewed as a statistical parameter
with a maximum value �max� governed by a suitable spin-
damping mechanism. The pinning field Hp is assumed to
exhibit statistical properties governed by details of the local
pinning potentials that inhibit DW motion. The DW motion
resulting from a uniformly increasing applied field �dH /dt
=const� can be obtained analytically from this model yield-
ing, among other predictions, scaling functions3,4 that govern
the distribution of DW velocities ���, Barkhausen jump �BJ�
amplitudes ��M�, and durations ����,

P��� = �−
f��/�0�, 
 = 1 − c , �3�

P��M� = ��M�−�f��M/�M0�, � = 3/2 − c/2, �4�

P���� = ����−�f���/��0�, � = 2 − c , �5�

where cdH /dt is a dimensionless parameter that character-
izes the sweep rate, and f��� is a cutoff function. The pa-
rameters �0, �M0, and ��0 can be related to various material-
dependent properties such as correlation lengths,
conductivity, spin-damping parameters, and differential per-
meability.

In the ABBM model of DW motion, the parameter c de-
termines the general characteristics of the probability distri-
butions. In the adiabatic limit �c→0�, the probability distri-
butions for DW velocity, BJ amplitude, and duration become
universal power-law functions. In the ABBM model, these
exponents �from Eqs. �3�–�5�� are 
=1, �= 3

2 , and �=2. In
this limit, DW motion is characterized by intermittent jumps
described by the distribution functions, Eqs. �3�–�5�. In the
limit c�1, statistical effects are suppressed and the DW is
assumed to move at a constant average velocity ��� described
by Eq. �1�. The condition c=1 defines crossover from the
regime �c�1� of intermittent jumps to �c�1� continuous
motion. It is reasonable to assume that under suitable con-
straints or assumptions, Eqs. �1� and �2� would both provide
an accurate description of DW processes. Our experiments
indicate that the mobility equation, Eq. �1�, can accurately
describe averaged statistical distributions based on Eq. �2� by
introducing an exponent q that allows nonlinear scaling of
the applied field dependence, or by assuming that the mobil-
ity � depends on sweep rate.

Experiments on bulk magnetic samples carried out using
flux pick-up coils are capable of detecting BE signals with
sufficient sensitivity and dynamic range �over three decades
in the jump-amplitude �M, for example� to accurately test
the scaling function predictions of the ABBM model, Eqs.
�3�–�5�.1–3,6,8 The pick-up coil technique measures flux
changes that accompany BJs, and several assumptions and
approximations are required to quantitatively interpret the
measured BN jump amplitudes �pick-up coil voltage
d� /dt� in terms of absolute BJ volumes and velocities as-
sociated with DW motion.10 In this paper, we report mea-
surements of DW phenomena in thin-film permalloy micro-
structures that achieve sufficient temporal resolution and
sensitivity to directly measure DW velocities of individual
BJs and BN jump-amplitude distributions. These measure-
ments permit a sensitive and direct experimental test of Eq.
�2�, as well as additional tests of the scaling laws Eqs.
�3�–�5� and theories of universal scaling exponents on a spa-
tial scale corresponding to 0.1% of the volume of a typical
bulk-sample grain size. The films studied are thin enough
�thickness=220 Å� to suppress eddy-current damping, and
our experiments, therefore, probe all of these effects in a
spin-damping regime that is different from eddy-current
damping in bulk samples. We are able to demonstrate that the
maximum value of the mobility parameter ��� in Eq. �2�� is
governed in the thin-film limit by the local �gyromagnetic�
damping mechanism. Our experimental results also demon-
strate the limits of Eq. �1� �linear, nonstochastic model� for
accurately describing DW dynamics, and explore selected
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features of the distribution function exponents associated
with Barkhausen effects in thin-film geometry.

II. EXPERIMENT

Domain wall motion and hysteresis loops were measured
using a high-speed high-spatial-resolution magneto-optic
Kerr effect �MOKE� polarimeter incorporated into a long-
focal-length polarized-light microscope.11 The polarimeter
components were recently up-graded to optimize the sensi-
tivity for BE measurements: relevant components include a
20 mW HeNe laser, small area �nanosecond response� silicon
photodetectors, and wide-band low-noise preamplifiers. Un-
der typical operating conditions �Figs. 1�c� and 1�d��, mea-
surement of BE jump amplitudes, defined by �M /M, with a
signal-to-noise �S/N� ratio of slightly above 10:1, was
achieved using an effective sampling time of 0.2 �s. Under
these conditions, the noise floor was amplifier Johnson-noise
limited, but near the shot-noise limit. The polarimeter re-
sponse was calibrated by measuring the 10–90 % risetime of
a square wave produced by modulating the laser intensity
using a pockels cell �20 ns risetime, checked with a 1 ns
photodiode and fast oscilloscope�. The linear-ramp �saw-
tooth� magnetic field was produced by Helmholtz coils
driven by a bipolar power supply. The Kerr effect signal was
digitized by a fast oscilloscope �8 bit/1 GHz bandwidth� and
transferred to a PC for processing. Digital averaging of data
�binning of adjacent A/D samples� was used, in some cases,
to improve the sensitivity �signal/noise ratio �S/N�� at the
expense of temporal resolution in order to detect small BJs
�compare noise floor of Figs. 1�a� and 1�b� for example�.

The magnetic sample used in our experiments was a
200�200 ��m�2�220-Å-thick microstructure of permalloy
�Ni80Fe20� grown by ultrahigh-vacuum �UHV� electron-beam
vapor deposition on a high-quality commercially polished
Si�100� ±0.5° wafer. Standard e-beam lithography plus lift-
off techniques were used to create several microstructures of
slightly different sizes and shapes. Some experiments were
also carried out on similarly prepared continuous 300-Å-
thick films. Similar sample preparation and measurement
techniques were recently used to study hysteresis loss scaling
of permalloy microstructures over a wide drive-field fre-
quency range �10−2–106 Hz�.7 The sample used in the BE
experiments reported in this paper exhibited the same typical
low static coercivity ��0.5 Oe� and simple domain patterns
common to thin-film permalloy microstructures.7,13

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 displays representative measured changes in
magnetization produced by BJs during field-driven magneti-
zation reversal of the microstructured sample. The laser
beam was focused to illuminate the entire sample area within
the diameter that corresponds to half of the total flux. There-
fore, all BJs created by the sample during magnetization re-
versal having amplitude above the noise floor were detected.
Later it is demonstrated that the temporal resolution achieved
in our experiments was sufficiently high to determine the
maximum theoretical velocity of a DW during a BJ.

The well-defined spatial scale of the microstructured thin-
film samples and the MOKE method employed to detect BJs
offers the opportunity to carry out DW velocity measure-
ments based on a model that relates DW velocity to mea-
sured values of �M :�DW= ��M /2M��L /�, where L is a spa-
tial scale parameter, and � and �M /2M are the switching
transient time and fractional change in magnetization result-

FIG. 1. Typical magnetic reversal transients M�t� that exhibit
Barkhausen jumps. The temporal resolution �t parameter �each
panel� corresponds to the integration time interval between M�t�
samples �each point�. Note scale changes in horizontal axis �applied
field�. The magnetization axis corresponds to �Mx�, the total average
sample magnetization parallel to the applied field. The lower two
panels C and D display single large fast �C� and faster �D� transients
�� for panel D is �150 m/s�. The Johnson noise for �A� corre-
sponds to N�2% �2M�; for �B� N�10% �2M�.
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ing from a BJ. The parameter � permits analysis in terms of
a one-dimensional model ��=1� in which a DW is assumed
to sweep across the viewed area, or a two-dimensional model
��=1/2� in which a DW encloses an area where M abruptly
changes. In the limit of large jumps ��M /2M→1�, both
models yield the same calculated velocity.

In our experiments, the spatial scale L is determined by
the sample size �L=200 �m� and �M /2M and � are ob-
tained directly from the BE jump amplitude �Fig. 1�. We
explored both model limits ��=1 and �=1/2� and observed
no qualitative differences in the velocity distributions. Since
the laser beam diameter was adjusted to cover the entire
microstructure, �=1/2 was judged more appropriate for the
smaller BJs and used to obtain the velocities described later
and plotted in Fig. 4. We note that the distribution functions
P��M� �displayed in Fig. 2� and the scaling exponents ob-
tained from them and discussed later are not affected by the
choice of �. Obviously, an experimental velocity distribution
function �i.e., Eq. �3�� would reflect model dependences, but
the velocity exponents are not obtained or discussed in the
present paper. The maximum DW velocity �discussed later�
occurs for measured values of �M /2M �1, where model
dependences do not matter. Also, in cases where the choice
of � or the experimental noise floor, which limits detection
of small BJs, could affect a conclusion �i.e., discussion re-
lated to Fig. 5�, these dependences were explored.

Figure 2 displays log-log plots of BE jump-amplitude
probability P��M� versus jump-amplitude �M for linear-
ramp sweep rates ranging from 13 Oe/s to 63 kOe/s �1
Hz–5 kHz sawtooth waveform�. Each set of jump-amplitude
probabilities P��M� versus �M for a given value of sweep
rate, dH /dt, was obtained from a computer-based search of
about 104 half-cycle measurements of field-driven magneti-
zation reversal. The smallest BE jump amplitudes recorded
correspond to the threshold criteria �M�factor of 2 above
the noise floor. This criterion applied to the S/N level of
typical �M transients measured at low sweep rates �for ex-
ample, Fig. 1�a�� results in �M resolution of better than 5%
and a dynamic range of 20. The binning procedure, described
in Sec. II, was used to extend the S/N ratio for the 13 and
25 Oe/s drive-field frequency data �refer to M�t� data dis-
played in Fig. 1�a��, which accounts for the extended range
of P��M� versus �M plots in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�. Each bin
in the P��M� histograms is based on well over 100 BJ
events except for the last three or four bins �where �M is
large and near 2M�. Therefore, the statistical errors in
P��M� values are below 10% except where indicated by
error bars.

Curve fitting of the distributions using Eq. �4� �based on a
strict power law without a cutoff function� yields the values
of � and c displayed with each P��M� distribution. The
straight-line fits to at least 20 values of P��M� for �M
	0.7�2M� corresponding to the determined values of � are
indicated on the graphs, with error estimates that reflect the
precision of the power-law fit based on chi-square analysis.
The BE jump-amplitude probability distributions �Fig. 2� de-
part from power-law behavior over a very narrow range of
jump amplitudes �cutoff regions are represented by only
three or four data points� and the relative jump probability of

these few points is low, resulting in significantly larger sta-
tistical errors indicated by error bars.

We conclude this section with a discussion of data pre-
sented in Figs. 2�b�–2�e� leading to the estimate c�1 at
dH /dt�6.3�104 Oe/s and �=1.45±0.05 at c=0 based on
a power-law fit neglecting the cutoff behavior. Results for the
extended-range P��M� data �Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�� are dis-
cussed later. Due to the limited dynamic range of our experi-
mental data at the sweep rates above 25 Oe/s, the P��M�
power-law scaling only covers about 1 decade for the higher
sweep rates. While the precision of the power-law fit is good
�refer to chi-square values, Table I�, the accuracy of the value
obtained from the fit can be strongly affected by the range of
data available and by the cutoff function. We return to these
issues after a brief discussion of relevant theoretical and ex-
perimental work on critical exponents presented in the sub-
section that follows.

The minor departures of P��M� from power-law behavior
�away from the cutoff region� are common features associ-
ated with microstructures. Lateral size constraints begin to
limit the allowed domain configurations and this effect can
add structure to log-log plots of P��M� versus �M repre-
senting disruption of the power-law behavior of P��M�. In
very small microstructures, the single-domain limit is
reached in which P��M�=1 and �M =2M. The size of the
microstructure used in our experiments was selected to re-
duce these effects, allowing extraction of distribution func-
tion scaling exponents and comparison with those obtained
from studies of bulk samples and continuous film systems.

The values of c and � displayed in Fig. 2 are estimated
using the same one-decade range of �M values for each
sweep rate by first noting that � is essentially constant �and
described by �=1.45±0.05� for drive field frequencies f =2,
100, and 1000 Hz �Figs. 2�b�–2�d��, suggesting c��, and
then using �=1.50−c /2 with �=1.0±0.05 obtained from the
5000 Hz P��M� fit �Fig. 2�e�� �yielding c�1 at 5 kHz�.
Based on this analysis, our experiment detects frequency-
dependent scaling of � over the sweep-rate range from 25 to
6.3�104 Oe/s, where �=1.5 corresponding to c�1 for the
lower sweep rates, and �=1.0 corresponding to c=1 at the
highest sweep rate. This interpretation is consistent with the
ABBM model exponent behavior, Eq. �4�.

A. Critical exponents

The sweep-rate dependence of � and the c→0 limit esti-
mate of ���1.5� obtained for our thin-film permalloy micro-
structure, demonstrated by the results presented in Fig. 2,
merit further discussion. Despite the large number of publi-
cations describing BN phenomena, the number of reliable
estimates of critical exponents is limited.1 In addition, cur-
rent understanding of sweep-rate dependences,3,16 cutoff
phenomena, dimensional crossover,14,15 and generally the
role of dimensionality in BN phenomena remains controver-
sial. The recent review of Durin and Zapperi1 presents a
comprehensive picture of the current status of the subfield.
Here we select and describe a few issues and recent publica-
tions that are most relevant to our new results, and then
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return to the result just described, i.e., our estimate of �
=1.5 at c=0 and its sweep-rate dependence.

The ABBM model2 that yields the scaling functions Eqs.
�3�–�5� is a single-degree-of-freedom model that neglects
nucleation, interactions between DWs, and temperature ef-
fects, and is valid in the limit of low disorder. It has been
used as a basis for understanding the measured value �
=1.5 at low sweep rates for a broad range of �mostly bulk�

materials �refer to Table I in Ref. 1 and notes accompanying
the table for details�.

A generalization of the ABBM model introduced by
Cizeau, Zapperi, Durin, and Stanley3 �CZDS� and studied by
others15 yields the same c=0 limit scaling exponents

� = 2 −
1

�
, �6�

FIG. 2. Log-log plots of rela-
tive jump probability P��M� vs
jump amplitude �M. Values of
scaling exponent � obtained from
fitting data �using Eq. �4� without
cutoff function� and values of
sweep parameter c deduced from
the values of � �refer to text� are
displayed for each sweep rate.
Open circles in panel B corre-
spond to extension of the data set
by the binning procedure de-
scribed in the text. Symbol size
represents error bars except where
indicated. The data set displayed
in panel A was obtained using a
50 mW solid-state laser and is de-
scribed in Sec. III C. Note that the
uncertainty assigned to the value
of � is the precision of the fit
based on chi-square values and
not the accuracy of the determined
value of �.
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� =
d + 1

2
, �7�

where the more sophisticated model allows consideration of
the effects of dimensionality d. A system governed by an
upper critical dimension d=3 should yield �=2, �= 3

2 as in
the ABBM model; for d=2, the exponents become �= 3

2 , �
= 4

3 .
A number of bulk and thin-film systems studied have also

yielded values of the BE jump-amplitude exponent � that
appear to fall into the d=2 universality class �= 4

3 =1.33 �re-
fer to Table 1 of Ref. 1�. A few recent examples will be
discussed later in this paper.

Driving-rate effects16 and dimensional crossover17 have
been studied theoretically in model systems that exhibit
Barkhausen noise and avalanche behavior. The experimen-
tally observed3 linear dependence of scaling exponent on
sweep rate �Eqs. �3�–�5�� for systems having d=3 yielding
�=2 and �= 3

2 is explained16 as resulting from “small ava-
lanches disappearing from the distributions due to being ab-
sorbed into larger ones.” According to this view of sweep-
dependent exponents, an exponent inequality relationship
exists that prohibits sweep-rate dependences for certain
ranges of the value of universal scaling exponents. In other
words, the adiabatic limit �c→0� exponents are believed to
govern finite-sweep-rate effects. Specifically for �	2, no
sweep-rate dependence is expected. From Eqs. �6� and �7�
with d=2 yielding �= 3

2 and �= 4
3 , there should be no sweep-

rate dependences, whereas for d=3, �=2, and �= 3
2 , sweep-

rate scaling is allowed.
The exponent inequality rule suggests that crossover be-

tween universality classes is an important factor in consider-
ing sweep-rate dependences in measured scaling exponents.
The effects of dimensional crossover on scaling of avalanche
distributions have been explored theoretically17 based on the
single-interface model. In this model, jump-amplitude histo-
grams, P��M�, were obtained from simulations on an Lx

�Ly �� geometry “sample” in which the interface �DW�
motion occurs along the infinite-length direction. Within
these model simulations, the adiabatic limit exponent � for
P��M� distributions was found to vary from �=1.06 for d
=2�Ly �Lx� to �=1.28 for d=3�Ly =Lx� representing differ-
ent aspect ratios Lx /Ly for the DW cross section; significant
variation of � was also found to occur as a function of the
inverse size function �LxLy that characterizes interface area.
Based on these simulations, the cutoff function was also ex-
plored using an explicit �stretched exponential� form:
P��M�= ��M�−�e−��M / �Mo��

, where the simulations yielded
fitted values for the exponent � falling in the range of 2.4–
3.5 for about 60 sets of LxLy parameters. The jump-size dis-
tribution exponents � for d=2 and d=3 obtained from the
above model are in good agreement with the corresponding
results based on numerical simulations �in one, two, and
three dimensions� using a nearest-neighbor cellular atomaton
model18 describing self-organized criticality, which yield �
=0.98 for d=2 and �=1.35 for d=3. This limited overview
of a few existing analytical models and numerical simula-
tions that address BN scaling exponent properties serves as a
basis for a closer examination of our results and a few related
experiments, the objective being to place all of the results in
some perspective.

Within the framework of the above outline of selected
theoretical considerations, we briefly comment on a few ex-
perimental determinations of the exponent � that are related
to our results. Wiegman1,19 determined values of � for per-
malloy thin films covering a thickness range from 3000 to
500 Å using the induction pick-up coil method. The values
are in the range ��1.4-1.6 for film thickness from 3000 to
below 1000 Å, with much wider variation ��1.3–2.0 for
films below 800 Å thickness where the sensitivity limit of
the method is approached. Wiegman’s experiments appear to
be the only existing systematic experimental attempt to ex-
plore dimensional crossover effects in permalloy thin films.
While the measured values of � in the thickness range 3000–
1000 Å are compatible with d=3, the large variations in �
obtained for thickness below 800 Å do not permit a mean-
ingful comparison with our results or with various d=2 or
d=3 values.

Puppin12 reported P��M� measurements of 900-Å-thick
Fe films based on magneto-optical techniques in which the
spot size was varied from 20 to 700 �m. By rescaling the
measured distribution functions for various spot sizes to
achieve a wide dynamic range of P��M� versus �M, a value
of ��1.1±0.05 was obtained. Corresponding measurements
for permalloy microstructures20 �20 �m squares, 800 Å
thick� yielded P��M� distributions that manifested strong
finite-size effects at the cutoff region rendering accurate de-

TABLE I. Power-law fits to data shown in Figs. 2 and 3. All fits
cover �1 decade, 20 values of P��M� except where noted �by*�.
Chi-square values for top panel �power-law fit, no cutoff� show
good precision for determination of �. Lower panel shows chi-
square results for fits to two models: �=1.5 and �=1.28 without
dH /dt scaling including the cutoff parameters indicated. Last entry
�+� shows that chi-square fit improves significantly when �=1 is
used for the highest sweep-rate distribution.

Power-law fit �excluding the last three points�
dH /dt � Chi square

25 Oe/s 1.44±0.06 0.092

25 Oe/s* 1.28±0.02 0.14

1.3�103 Oe/s 1.49±0.08 0.20

1.3�104 Oe/s 1.50±0.04 0.047

6.3�104 Oe/s 1.02±0.03 0.032

Power-law fit �with cutoff, Mo=83, �=10�

dH /dt

Chi square

�=1.5 �=1.28

25 Oe/s 1.3 0.98

1.3�103 Oe/s 1.3 1.8

1.3�104 Oe/s 0.74 0.55

6.3�104 Oe/s 0.88 0.38

�=1.0

6.3�104 Oe/s+ 0.12
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termination of � difficult. Weak manifestations of these ef-
fects were noted in relation to our discussion of Fig. 2. Cor-
responding measurements12 on larger permalloy structures
�to 320 �m, 1600 Å thick� permitted an estimate ���1.2�
based on approximately half a decade of P��M� data exclud-
ing the cutoff region. More recently, Kim et al.21 determined
��1.33±0.05 for Co films ranging in thickness from 50 to
500 Å. In these experiments, the microscope field of view
was varied, and the measured distributions were rescaled, as
in Puppin’s12 work, to obtain P��M� over a wide range of
�M.

It is interesting to note that the value ��1.1 obtained by
Puppin12 is compatible with the nearest-neighbor two-
dimensional atomaton model numerical simulations18 of self-
organized criticality �SOC� in two dimensions, and that the
value ��1.33 obtained by Kim et al.21 agrees with the 2D
CZDS model3 �or with the SOC 3D numerical simulations�.
However, neither of these experiments addressed the field
sweep-rate dependence, and the procedure of rescaling
P��M� distributions determined using different fields of
view have been shown to measure a different critical expo-
nent than what is used for comparison.1 At this point, it is not
reasonable to draw any detailed conclusions regarding the
nature of critical exponents in thin-film systems in relation to
any of these models.

B. Additional curve fitting

The issues and results outlined in the previous subsection
suggest a more detailed discussion of Fig. 2, and additional
efforts to explore alternative interpretations of the scaling
exponent result are in order. Two limitations of the experi-
mental data account for the difficulty in obtaining accurate
values of the exponent �: �i� the large statistical errors asso-
ciated with the three to four points for large �M �cutoff
region� resulting from relatively few events, and �ii� the lim-
ited dynamic range of the “power-law” region that is acces-
sible without rescaling data. In addition, very little is known
about the behavior of P��M� in the cutoff region, and as-
sumptions must be adopted for curve-fitting exercises that
include the cutoff region. It may be possible �but difficult� to
significantly improve both experimental limits. Here we at-
tempt to examine, as carefully as possible, the existing data.

It was possible to extend the plot of P��M� versus �M
measured at the 25 Oe/s sweep rate by binning digital
records, extending the total number of points from 26 to 41
�the effective dynamic range was improved about a factor of
2 from 20:1 to 50:1�. Application of a power-law fit to 36 of
the 41 points �neglecting the last three points in the cutoff
region� yielded �=1.28±0.02. The difference in the two val-
ues of � obtained from the 38-point fit and the 23-point fit is
greater than the precision of either determination based on a
least-squares analysis �Table I�. The 38-point fit is judged to
be more accurate. We are now faced with a dilemma: the
value of � judged to be most accurate for low sweep rates is
not consistent with �= 3

2 �ABBM model2� and the exponent
inequality relationship16 which permits frequency-dependent
scaling.

Unfortunately, it is not possible, based on the currently
achievable sensitivity of our experiment, to improve the ac-
curacy of higher sweep-rate values of � significantly. At
higher sweep rates, the effective sampling rate must also be
increased and the effective dwell time �that determines the
number of photons detected to measure �M� decreases and
the resulting statistical noise increases. This increase in noise
limits the sensitivity to small BE jump amplitudes. Several
experiments �discussed in a following subsection� were car-
ried out using a more intense �50 mW solid state� laser on the
same permalloy microstructure and on a continuous 300-Å-
thick permalloy thin film. The Fig. 2�a� P��M� plot repre-
sents our data set obtained using the solid-state laser and
slow sweep rate. These experiments yielded slight improve-
ments in the sensitivity and an adiabatic value of ���
=1.33±0.01� in good agreement with the result �
=1.28±0.02 �Fig. 2�b� with binning�, and measured values of
� that clearly manifest sweep-rate-dependent scaling �dis-
cussed later in relation to Table II�.

To further explore the possible interpretations of experi-
mentally determined values of � based on the data presented
in Figs. 2�b�–2�e�, additional curve-fitting exercises were
carried out �including the cutoff region� guided by the nu-
merical simulations of scaling exponents and dimensional
crossover that included some simulations of the cutoff
function.17 These simulations yielded ��1 for d=2 and �
=1.35 for d=3 with cutoff exponents � for the stretched
exponential in the range 2.4–3.5. A preliminary survey of
parameter space relevant to our data revealed that �=1 re-
sulted in poor fits for all P��M� results except for the highest
sweep rate dH /dt=6.3�104 Oe/s and that cutoff parameters
Mo�80 and ��10 yielded reasonable fits to the cutoff at all

TABLE II. Power-law fits to independent data sets obtained us-
ing a more intense laser source and data reduction methodology that
optimizes dynamic range �sensitivity� to �M rather than temporal
resolution �which was emphasized in all other data sets presented in
this paper�. Left columns, sweep rate and value of � obtained from
P��M� distributions for the same 200�200 ��m�2 microstructure
used for other measurements �Figs. 1–3, Table I�; right column,
corresponding results for a continuous �mm�2 scale 300-Å-thick
permalloy film. Note that for the continuous film, the sweep-rate
dependence of � is linear and that the departure of � from the
adiabatic value occurs at a lower sweep rate for the thin film than
for the microstructure film �because the jump durations are longer�.

50 mW solid state laser

200�200 �um�2 sample Continuous film

Driving rate Beta Driving rate Beta

13 Oe/sa 1.33 0.9 Oe/s 1.36

1.3�102 1.32 9 1.35

1.3�103 1.1 18 1.32

1.3�104 0.7 45 1.27

67.5 1.22

90 1.17

112.5 1.11

aData set shown in upper panel of Fig. 2.
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values of dH /dt. While the value of the cutoff parameter �
required to fit our data is significantly larger �over a factor of
2� than the range of values suggested by numerical simula-
tions, the value we chose ��=10� permits a slightly better
estimate of the power-law exponents by providing a more
accurate representation of data points near the cutoff region.

Having eliminated ��1 at low sweep rates �2D SOC
case�, we considered the following four possibilities with
Mo=83 and �=10 fixed: �i� �=1.28 for all sweep rates; �ii�
��1.28 for the lower sweep rates but �=1 for the high
sweep rate; and �iii� �=1.5 for all sweep rates and �=1.5 for
the lowest sweep rates but �=1 for the high sweep rate. We
note that there is no reason to assume that the same cutoff
function parameters should apply to different sweep rates,
but without some rationale for selecting different cutoff func-
tion parameters, the above assumption seems justified. Table
I summarizes how well the simulations match the data based
on least-square fitting using the chi-square criteria. Figure 3
illustrates typical fits including the cutoff region. The pri-
mary conclusion is that reasonable fits to all four P��M�
versus �M data sets �Figs. 2�b�–2�e�� occur for either �
=1.5 or �=1.28 as long as �=1 is used at the highest sweep
rate. We cannot reasonably account for all of the P��M�
distributions, especially for the larger jumps, unless sweep-
rate-dependent scaling of the exponent � is permitted and
��1 is used at the highest sweep rate. Additional curve-
fitting exercises applied to Figs. 2�b�–2�e� data were judged
unlikely to provide a low sweep-rate value of � accurate
enough to distinguish between d=2 and d=3 models or to
resolve the dilemma emerging from the c-dependent P��M�
data. A definitive resolution of the issue regarding the rela-
tionship between sweep-rate-dependent scaling of � and its
c=0 value will require development of more sensitive ex-
perimental techniques and extensive experiments. Ideally
one would like to �i� explain in greater detail any effects on
P��M� resulting from microstructure size, �ii� achieve lower
statistical error in the cutoff region enabling a more accurate
account of these effects on the power law extracted from the
fits, and �iii� achieve higher sensitivity at all sweep rates that
would extend the P��M� distributions far beyond the cutoff
region, allowing a more accurate evaluation of the power-
law exponent.

C. Additional experiments/sample-to-sample variation

In view of the issues raised in the previous subsections,
additional experiments were performed on a separate con-
tinuous 300-Å-thick permalloy film and on the same 200
�200 ��m�2�220-Å-thick microstructure using a more in-
tense 50 mW solid-state laser. In these experiments, the data-
acquisition strategy was optimized to detect small BJs at the
expense of not being able to accurately measure the DW
velocity during a BJ. The P��M� distribution obtained using
the more intense laser �Fig. 2�a�� yielded �=1.33±0.01 at
dH /dt=13 Oe/s. This value of � is consistent with the result
�=1.28±0.02 obtained using the binning procedure de-
scribed earlier applied to the data obtained at dH /dt
=25 Oe/s �Fig. 2�b��. Sweep-rate-dependent studies of both
the microstructure and continuous permalloy film yielded

clear evidence of a sweep-rate-dependent exponent having
an adiabatic value ��1.3 that exhibited a strong sweep-rate
variation to ��1 at higher sweep rates.

Table II displays the sweep-rate-dependent values of �
obtained using the more intense laser for both the continuous
300-Å-thick film and the 220-Å-thick 200�200 ��m�2 mi-
crostructure. �These values of � do not correspond to the
measured velocity distributions described later in Fig. 4 or to
P��M� distributions in Fig. 2 except for the top panel.� A
comprehensive account of these experiments that focus on

FIG. 3. Log-log plots of relative jump probability P��M� vs
jump amplitude �M �same as Fig. 2� with different fitting proce-
dures applied �refer to Table I�. Upper two panels display typical
results obtained by fitting the lower three sweep-rate P��M� distri-
butions based on the same cutoff parameters �Table I� and �panel A�
�=1.5 or �panel B� �=1.28. Lower two panels illustrate the prob-
lems of attempting to fit the high sweep-rate distribution using any
exponent different from ��1.0. A better fit to experimental points
is possible with ��1 using a sharper cutoff function �this requires
a value of � larger than the range suggested by numerical simula-
tions �Ref. 17��.
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sweep-rate-dependent scaling and dimensional crossover is
beyond the scope of the present paper and will be presented
in a future publication. Based on the results presented in
Tables I and II and in Figs. 2 and 3, we conclude the follow-
ing regarding the exponent � for our permalloy films: �i� all
data sets strongly support sweep-rate-dependent scaling of �;
�ii� the most strongly supported value of � at low sweep rates
�presumably the adiabatic limit� for permalloy films �and
large microstructures� is �=1.33±0.01, which is compatible
with the d=2 CZDS result �= 4

3 ; �iii� if the result �=1.5
�d=3� obtained by Wiegman for permalloy films having
thickness in the 1000–3000 Å range is valid, our results sug-
gest dimensional crossover occurs in the thickness range be-
tween 1000 and 300 Å; and �iv� Table II presents strong
experimental evidence supporting �linear� sweep-rate depen-
dence of � for adiabatic values of � significantly different
from �= 3

2 .

D. Domain wall velocity distributions and coercive
force scaling

Figure 4 displays plots of DW velocity distributions ob-
tained from M�t� transients �as described in Sec. II� resulting
from BJs at several sweep rates. These velocity distributions
correspond to the P��M� versus �M results �except top
panel data obtained using the 50 mW laser� presented in Fig.
2. Each point corresponds to the measured DW velocity as-
sociated with a BJ that occurred at the instant the applied
field reached the value H. The scatter plots are a graphical
representation of Eq. �2�. The distributions terminate at Hdm
�the constant geometry-dependent term�, and the range of
H�Hdm where BJs are observed represents the statistical
range of Hp values. The lower limit of DW velocity that can
be determined is governed by the noise floor of the experi-
ment. Digital signal averaging can be used to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, thus lowering the noise floor �compare
Figs. 1�a�–1�c��, but the temporal resolution is reduced. This
procedure can be used to add points to the scatter plot
�mostly at low velocities�, but when this is done, it is neces-
sary to keep track of previously recorded transients to avoid
double counting, which skews the distribution.

The maximum DW velocity that can be achieved during a
BJ is governed by the mobility parameter �max� . Wall mobili-
ties have recently been theoretically studied in permalloy
films and stripline structures based on direct integration of
the LLG equations.22,23 The simulated mobilities depend on
both the film thickness and stripline width, an apparent mani-
festation of the effects of geometrical constraints on dynamic
DW structure. In addition, detailed studies of DW mobility in
nanometer scale wires �both experiments and numerical
simulations� manifest field-dependent mobilities that suggest
multiple DW propagation regimes.26,27 In the low-field re-
gime, the DW velocity is described by Eq. �1� with a nearly
constant high value of ���50 m/s Oe� that is consistent with
the “Walker” solution of wall motion in a constant applied
field. At a critical value of applied field Hw�4 Oe, the spin
dynamics changes into a new regime characterized by nega-
tive differential mobility over a range of applied fields ex-
tending to �25 Oe, after which a second constant mobility

FIG. 4. Domain wall velocity and switching-field distributions
associated with Barkhausen jumps as a function of drive-field
sweep rate. Each point represents a DW velocity measurement �ver-
tical scale� of a BE event that occurred at the applied field value
�horizontal scale�. Solid line, maximum estimated mobility
�max� �H��150 m/s Oe.
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regime is established with a much lower value of
���2.5 m/s Oe�. The “Walker” regime mobilities are gov-
erned by the values of the gyromagnetic constant and damp-
ing parameter, 
G, used in the LLG simulation of spin dy-
namics. In the stripline simulations,23 an unrealistically high
value of the damping parameter �
G=0.3� was used to re-
duce computational time, resulting in low values of com-
puted DW mobility. A realistic estimate of the intrinsic maxi-
mum mobility �max� can be obtained from the theoretical
mobility of a domain wall, �t=�� /
G, with characteristic
wall width �0=� /� with � defined in terms of the points
where the magnetization direction crosses ±90°. Using mea-
sured values of the gyromagnetic constant �
=0.0179 Oe−1 ns−1 �Ref. 24� and 
G=0.008 �Ref. 25� for
thin-film permalloy structures and an estimate of �=48 nm
for a Neél wall in a 31-nm-thick film,22 �max� �110 m/s Oe.
The LLG simulations for 31-nm-thick permalloy films
�based on an assumed 
G=0.05� yield Neél wall mobility of
35 m/s Oe; scaling this result assuming the measured value
of 
G �
G=0.008� yields �max� �200 m/s Oe. Based on these
considerations, and on the apparent boundary of our experi-
mental results, we assign �max� �150 m/s Oe and indicate
this limit on the scatter plots of Fig. 4 �solid lines with slope
of �max� �.

The qualitative features of the DW velocity scatter plots
�Fig. 4� are consistent with the ABBM model �as represented
by Eq. �2�� and with general features associated with the
stochastic nature of the model predictions including the c
dH /dt-dependent distribution functions �Fig. 2�. The well-
defined scatter plot boundaries are consistent with the intrin-
sic mobility limit governed by local damping �slope=�max� �,
with the static coercivity of our permalloy sample �intercept
at 0.5 Oe�, and with the noise floor of the experiment �mini-
mum measurable velocity�. The averaged velocities also ap-
pear to be consistent with prior measured mobilities ��
�38 m/s Oe� of 30-nm-thick permalloy films26–28 in the
high mobility region. The jump amplitude distributions �Fig.
2� establish c�1 at dH /dt�63 kOe/s, therefore the upper
four panels of Fig. 4 correspond to c�1, and the distribu-
tions are remarkably similar �especially the upper three�. It is
apparent that the transition c→1 is accompanied by a change
in the velocity distribution �lower two panels, Fig. 4�.

Figure 5 establishes the compatibility of the measured BE
distributions �Fig. 4� with multiple-loop averages that deter-
mine the sweep-rate dependence of the dynamic coercivity
Hc

*���. This is important because later it is shown that the BE
velocity distributions �Fig. 4� depart from the linear model of
average DW velocity predicted by Eq. �1�. In a recently re-
ported study7 of Hc

*��� for permalloy films and microstruc-
tures, we have shown that a frequency-dependent scaling
function Hc

*��� under linear-ramp drive conditions can be
obtained from a DW model adapted from Eq. �1�,

Hc
*��� = H0 + k�dH/dt��. �8�

Experimental data for Hc
*��� obtained using a similar

evaporated-film permalloy microstructure �100�150 ��m�2

�300 Å thick� follow this scaling function with k=0.005
and �= 1

2 for 1�dH /dt�109 Oe/s �9 decades� with notice-

able departure from the adiabatic limit Hc
*����H0 occurring

at about dH /dt�104 Oe/s. The solid line in Fig. 5 repre-
sents Hc

*��� determined by multiple-loop averages over a
very wide frequency range.7 The five points plotted over the
solid line represent averages of the five BJ distributions �Fig.
4� for each corresponding value of dH /dt. The agreement is
excellent, showing that the averaged statistical data �BJ
events at various H� obtained at a prescribed sweep rate re-
duce to the expected value of Hc

*���. Note that the measured
frequency dependence of the magnetic energy loss �which is
proportional to Hc

* for square loops driven to saturation�
proves that eddy-current damping, which scales as �2, is not
important for the thin-film samples used in these experi-
ments. The scaling law, Eq. �8�, and the measured Hc

*��� data
represented in Fig. 5, and described in greater detail in Ref.
7, appear to be a general feature of thin-film magnetic re-
sponse when eddy-current damping is suppressed provided
that the Hc

*��� measurements are carried out over a suffi-
ciently broad frequency range.7,28–33

Several features of the experimental results �Fig. 4� pro-
vide striking evidence of the limitations of Eq. �1� in describ-
ing DW motion beyond the adiabatic �c→0� limit. The sta-
tistical nature of switching for c	1 is particularly evident in
microstructures where �M /M can be large, yielding very
large fluctuations in the nonaveraged DW velocities and
switching fields. Also apparent from Fig. 4 is the departure
of ���H−H0�� from the linear dependence on H that is inher-
ent in Eq. �1�. Figure 6 displays plots of ���H�� obtained by
averaging the measured velocity distributions around equally
spaced values of H in the region of H�Hdc. A significant
departure from the linear relationship between � and �H
−H0� is observed for all drive-field ramps studied �Fig. 4�
especially at the larger values of Hp, and higher values of
dH /dt. A more accurate description of the experimental data
for ���H�� obtained from averaging the measured distribu-
tions �Fig. 4� is obtained from the nonlinear version1,7 of Eq.
�1� that was used in obtaining the scaling function Hc

*���,

FIG. 5. Frequency-dependent scaling of dynamic coercivity
Hc

*���. Solid line scaling function for Hc
*��� determined from CW

measurements �Ref. 7�; points, average of Hp values from Fig. 3 for
each value of parameter c.
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��� = ��H − H0�q �9�

with ���max/2 and q=0.27 �Fig. 5b�. Here we note that the
form of the mobility equation given by Eq. �9� is used in
descriptions of DW dynamics near a depinning transition.1

The nonlinear dependence of ���H−H0�� obtained by av-
eraging the statistical velocity distributions is not a result of
the sampling criteria used in generating the scatter plots �Fig.
4� from BJ data �Fig. 1�. Similar nonlinear dependence was
obtained by using velocity distributions resulting from BJs
selected according to different �M criteria based on %
change in �M relative to 100%: �M =30–35, 40–45, 50–55,
and 70–80 or using �=1. In addition, we have found no
evidence that adding the missing small BJs associated with
the finite noise threshold in the measurement would substan-
tially alter the averages that yield Hc

*��� or ���H��.
Departure of ���H�� from the linear model �Eq. �1�� is not

unexpected. Computer simulation23 of average DW motion
in thin �300 Å� magnetic stripline structures predicts mobil-
ity parameters �slope of ���H��� that depart from linear be-
havior as H increases above H0. These simulations were car-
ried out using 
G�0.3 �strong damping� compared to the
more realistic 
G�0.008 assumed for our permalloy
samples. This accounts for the low values of calculated mo-
bilities ��1 m/s Oe�. However, essentially all of the calcu-
lated ��H� plots in Ref. 23 �and specifically the plot for the
300-Å-thick 5000-Å-wide strip� can be fit by Eq. �7� with
q	1. The variation of mobility versus H is attributed to
dynamic changes in DW structure at larger field values.

Experiments26 that directly measure the mobility param-
eter � clearly show that the mobility is H-dependent and

exhibits dramatic negative differential behavior near Hw, the
Walker breakdown field.26,27 This effect is relevant to
frequency-dependent studies of DW velocities at constant
applied field amplitude because at higher frequencies the
switching �on average� occurs at higher values of H, as
shown by the distribution functions in Fig. 4, and the mobil-
ity parameter �slope of ��H� curve� is no longer constant as
H approaches Hw.

It is interesting to note that Monte Carlo simulation34 of
magnetization reversal in ultrathin Fe/W�110� predicts ��H�
behavior consistent with Eq. �7� but with q�1. Specifically,
for 1.5 ML films, the film consists of nanometer-scale 2-ML-
thick islands in a continuous 1 ML epitaxial film. In this
system, thermal effects play a dominant role because the BJ
volume is very small, and governed by the island size. Cal-
culated M�t� results for this ultrathin film system manifest BJ
behavior very similar to our Fig. 1 data; also, power scaling
law of Hc

*��� is predicted, and the average calculated veloc-
ity �for 1.56 ML films� ���H�� can be fit by Eq. �7� with q
�2. Based on these considerations, it appears that the form
of the mobility equation �Eq. �9�� is able to account for DW
dynamics in many practical cases including ultrathin films
and microstructural strips. In extreme limits, when H ap-
proaches or exceeds the Walker breakdown field, it is neces-
sary to assume that the mobility � is strongly dependent
on H.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, this paper presents the first �to our knowl-
edge� direct measurements of BJ velocity distributions in the
�thin-film� limit where eddy-current damping is negligible.
The measured velocity distributions are confined to a region
of ��H� space defined by a maximum DW mobility �max� that
is governed by local damping, and compatible with accepted
measured parameters for permalloy.

The BJ amplitude distributions P��M� versus �M deter-
mined from our microstructured thin-film samples exhibit
sweep-rate-dependent power-law behavior with a sharp cut-
off region similar to what has been observed in bulk materi-
als where eddy-current damping governs DW velocities. Our
microstructured samples are large enough to suppress signifi-
cant departures from power-law behavior permitting esti-
mates of the scaling exponents. Analysis of P��M� distribu-
tions for four sweep rates based on a uniformly applied
power-law fitting criteria covering the same range of �M
�that neglects the cutoff region� yields an estimate of �
�1.5 at low sweep rates with � decreasing to ��1 at the
highest accessible sweep rate of dH /dt=6.4�104 Oe/s.
This preliminary result is compatible with the ABBM model,
with experimental results on a class of bulk samples, and
with measurements of � in permalloy films over a thickness
range extending from 3000 to 500 Å. This interpretation
based on a dataset having limited dynamic range is also com-
patible with the sweep-rate inequality relationship that per-
mits sweep-rate-dependent scaling for adiabatic values of
�= 3

2 .
It was possible to improve the sensitivity and therefore

the dynamic range of the P��M� distribution for the high

FIG. 6. Averages of DW velocities vs external field for two
cases c�1 �panel a� and c�0.2 �panel b�. Panel B displays two
curves, a linear function �Eq. �1�� and a nonlinear function �Eq. �7��
fit to the ���H−H0�� data.
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temporal resolution measurements at the lowest drive fre-
quency by binning M�t� sampling. The extended range of
power-law behavior resulted in a more accurate �and lower�
value of � in the adiabatic limit, �=1.28±0.02. This value of
� should not allow sweep-rate-dependent scaling, but all rea-
sonable attempts to fit all four measured P��M� distributions
�Figs. 2�b�–2�e�� obtained at high temporal resolution includ-
ing a reasonable account of cutoff regions failed to allow an
interpretation that did not include sweep-rate dependence
of �.

Additional experiments conducted on the microstructure
and on a 300-Å-thick permalloy film using a more intense
laser source �slightly better intrinsic dynamic range� yielded
measured values of � in the range of ��1.33±0.01 at low
sweep rates, and clear evidence of sweep-rate-dependent
scaling �Table II�. We conclude that, based on all of the re-
sults obtained on our permalloy microstructures and thin
films to date, the best estimate of � at low frequencies is �
=1.33±0.01, which is consistent with the CZDS model with
d=2, and that sweep-rate-dependent scaling is observed for
all data sets independent of whether they favor d=3 ��= 3

2
�

or d=2 ��= 4
3

� behavior.
Our results definitively rule out ��1 at low sweep rates

corresponding to SOC in d=2, which has been reported in
other thin-film systems. The primary conclusion regarding
the understanding of the BE in thin-film materials, especially
the scaling, and critical exponents is that the understanding
of these phenomena is very primitive, and that a large
amount of systematic work will be required to resolve the
apparent inconsistencies and discrepancies. There are reason-
ably good prospects of advancing the experimental method-
ology based on MOKE detection of BJ that will permit
higher sensitivity measurements, which should allow more
definitive interpretation.

Our measured velocity distributions are compatible with
general features of the ABBM description of the BE �includ-
ing the c→0 jump amplitude exponent for P��M��. Aver-
aged values of Hp as a function of c �sweep rate� reproduce

the frequency dependence of Hc
*��� reported in energy-loss

scaling studies of permalloy microstructures. More specifi-
cally, the crossover point c�1 determined from jump-
amplitude distributions is associated with a significant
change in the shape of the ��H� scatter plots as well as the
onset of more rapidly increasing energy-loss scaling. In the
c�1 limit, the distribution functions for ��H� are believed to
narrow and cluster around the line that defines the average
mobility � and Hc

*���.35 It is clear from the distribution in
Fig. 2�e� corresponding to c�0.2 that this trend has not be-
gun to be manifested, nor is it apparent for c�1. One point
worth mentioning regarding the sweep dependence of the
exponents �Eqs. �3�–�5�� is the role played by DW damping.
Measurements of bulk samples where eddy-current damping
limits mobility detect sweep-rate variation at relatively low
sweep rates, whereas our experiments on thin films require
rather high sweep rates to detect significant departure of the
measured exponent �� in this paper� from the adiabatic limit
value. This difference is probably a manifestation of the dif-
ference in DW velocities resulting from local �gyromagnetic�
versus nonlocal �eddy-current� damping; therefore, the rela-
tionship between the sweep-rate dependence of scaling ex-
ponents and the dominant DW damping mechanism is a sub-
ject that appears to merit additional attention. A final feature
of these results is the departure of averaged stochastic veloci-
ties �Fig. 5, Eq. �7�� from the linear model Eq. �1�. The
results presented in this paper clearly demonstrate the limi-
tations of modeling magnetic switching based on a nonstatis-
tical description, even in the sweep-rate range where c�1.
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